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Porter Ranch Resident

As a Porter Ranch Resident of over 2 years and staying here during the Blow Out of 2015 and not getting my house 
clean as SoCa;Gas refused to due it because I stayed even though I am with in a mile of the well that blew. I have 
developed muscles that are so sore I can barely walk or go upstairs in my house and long with fatigue and now i 
found out I have a nodual/or cyst on my sphenoid sinus which I never had before. I think these are all left over from 
the blowout and all the previous and ongoing leaking. They need to be shut down they are careless and negligent and 
do not care about the people that live here and neither do the other people all over that are supporting them. Those 
people do not live here and are not suffering as we are. More and more people are moving out of this area because 
of this and I am very close to that point but I love my house and my neighbors and have been her so long. The 
money that SoCalGas has is not as important as the people that live here and that should be the point the health and 
happiness of the people not the money for SoCalGas. It has been proven that we don't need that storage up there 
and if we do they have enough money to make a storage place somewhere far away from the people that would be 
safe as this was not made for the storage of "not natural gas" it was for Getty OIl Fields. Please listen to the residents 
we are all trying to go solar and get away from these fossil fuels. This methane mountain needs to go NOW! Please!! 
I remember Christmas Morning last year we opened the door so our grandsons could play on their new big wheels 
and it smelled so bad so they scuffed up all our walls inside to ride them and I coughed so hard for so many months 
that I thought I coughed my lung out! Bloody noses, fatigue, headaches , etc. How much more can we take and how 
much more will we suffer and get from all that exposure? Thank you for listening to my rambling of the truth
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